Rumbling Around Stromboli
Volcanic activity, like earthquakes, also intermittent,with events of all sizes.
Team from University of Perugia measured bursts of acoustic emission, rumbling sounds,
in area around Stromboli in Italy.
Placed piezoelectric sensors coupled to free ends of steel rods tightly cemented into holes
drilled into rocks.
One sensor placed at large distance from volcano and another placed nearby.
Sensors measured distribution of strengths of burst of activity.
Figure shows distribution for two signals.

Although one signal was weaker than other, straight lines on logarithmic plot
have same slope, with exponent approximately = to 2
They claimed that this indicates that volcanic activity is SOC phenomenon.
It seems that human brain has not developed language to deal with complex phenomena.
See patterns where there are none, like Man in the Moon,
and inkblots shown in Rorschach psychological tests.
Human mind cannot directly read boring straight line in logarithmic plots
from observation of geophysical phenomena.
First tend to experience phenomena as periodic even if they are not,
for example, at gambling casinos and in earthquakes and volcanos.
When there is an obvious deviation from periodicity,
like absence of event for long time,
they say that volcano has become dormant
or earthquake fault is no longer active.
Try to compensate for lack of ability to perceive the pattern properly by using words,
but use them poorly.
Nothing really happens in an earthquake fault zone in human lifetime
phenomenon is stationary process over millions of years.

The Crust of the Earth, Is Critical
Picture that emerges is amazing and simple.
Crust of Earth, working through hundreds of millions of years, has organized itself into a
critical state through plate tectonics, earthquake dynamics, and volcanic activity.
Crust has been set up in a highly organized pattern of rocks, faults, rivers, lakes, etc., in
which next earthquake can be anything from simple rumble to cataclysmic catastrophe.
Observations summarized by Gutenberg-Richter law are indications that this organizational
process has indeed taken place.
So far, have been viewing earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, river network formation, and a
avalanches causing turbidity deposition as separate phenomena, but all linked together.
Earthquakes cause rivers to change their pattern.
In Armenia after 1988 earthquakes near Spitak, a small river had suddenly found new path
through rocky landscape, and was displaced hundreds of meters from original riverbed.
Shift not caused by erosion, as is usually the case.
Also, has been proposed that rare external events occurring over large region, for example,
earthquakes or storms, are dominant source of turbidity deposits, i.e., aggregation of
material at continental shelf not caused by smooth transport process.
Distribution of turbidity deposits simply mirrors statistics of earthquakes.

In nal analysis, crust of Earth can probably be thought of as one single critical system,
in which criticality manifests itself in many different ways.
Sandpile theory explains only one level in hierarchy.
Sand must come from somewhere else - maybe another critical system and it must go somewhere else - perhaps driving yet another critical system.
Sandpile describes only one single step in
hierarchical process of forming complex phenomena.
Similarly, crustal plates are fractal structures themselves,
indicating that they originate from another critical process,
possibly associated with the convective motion of material in earth's interior.
The "Game of Life" : Complexity is Critical
Have discussed many phenomena on Earth.
One geophysical phenomenon left out - most complex of all - namely biological life.
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In early days of self-organized criticality
did not think about biology
only inert dead matter in mind.

Situation changed.
Can now construct simple mathematical models
for evolution of an ecology of interacting species.
However, to appreciate content of nal theory, a historical account of activities is useful.
Start with Game of Life - toy model of formation of organized, complex, societies.
Game seems to operate at, or at least very near, a critical state.
Game of Life is a cellular automaton - simple device used to study complex phenomena.
Cellular automata are much simpler than continuous differential equations
used to describe complex, turbulent phenomena,
but their behavior is very similar.
Cellular automata are de ned on grid similar to one in the sand model.
On each point of grid is number - either 0 or 1.
At each time step, all numbers in all squares
updated simultaneously according to a simple rule.
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In one dimension, rule speci es what content of each cell at next time step should be,
given state of that particular cell, and its neighbors to left and to right, at present time.

Rule could be, for instance,
that cell should assume 1 if two or more of those three cells are 1 otherwise 0.
Can show that in 1 dimension there are 8
such rules.
2 = 256
Starting from, say, a random con guration of 0’s and 1’s,
some rules lead to a boring state,
in which numbers freeze into a static con guration(no more changes) after some time.
Sometimes rules lead to a chaotic state,
in which numbers go on changing in a noisy way
without any pattern, like an old-television-channel with no signal.
Sometimes, rule leads to regular geometrical patterns.
It was speculated that there was fourth class
in which automaton would produce new complex patterns forever.
Unfortunately it was never de ned (therefore never found).
Now been demonstrated by computer simulations that none of 1-dimensional automata
show truly complex behavior.
No one has produced any theory of cellular automata.
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Automata are computationally irreducible, or undecidable
which means only way to nd outcome of speci c rule with speci c initial condition
is to simulate automaton on computer.

While this view might seem like end of story for mathematicians,
does not prevent physicist from developing
a statistical, probabilistic description of phenomenon.
Many problems that physicists deal with,
such as dynamic models of phase transitions,
might well be undecidable.
Problem of computational irreducibility doesn't keep physicists awake at night,
since there are approximate methods available
that give eminently good insight into a problem.
2 dimensions is an even richer world than in 1 dimension.
Often, neighborhood that is considered when updating site is restricted to 8 neighbors left, right, up, and down positions,
and those at four corners at upper and lower left and right positions
and to site itself are used
in the possible rules specifying how to update a cell

That is a number written as 1 followed by more than 150 zeros or
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Obviously it is impossible to investigate them all, even with computer.
Many years before, however, mathematician John Conway of Princeton University
had studied one of these zillions of two-dimensional rules in his Game of Life.
Presumably he was trying to create a model of the origin
of complicated structures in societies of living individuals.
Although, the Game of Life has never been taken seriously in a biological context,
it has nevertheless served to illustrate that complex phenomena
can be generated from simple local rules.
Game of Life is described very well on Wikipedia page
and in number of classic articles by Martin Gardner in Scienti c American(1970s).
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Gardner involved readers in an exciting hunt
for amazingly complicated and fascinating phenomena in this simple game.

Game played on a 2-dimensional grid as follows.
On each square, may or may not live an individual.
Live individual is represented by 1(blue square) in photos below.

Absence of an individual represented by 0, or light gray square.
At each time step, total number of live individuals in nine-cell neighborhood of given cell
is counted.
If number is > 3, individual at cell dies(overcrowding).
If number is 1 or 0, dies of loneliness.

New individual is born on empty square only if there are precisely three live neighbors.
Red sites are empty sites where new individual is born at next time step.
In gures, individuals who are going to die at next update shown as green squares,
and empty sites where individual will be born are shown as red squares.
Notice each red site is surrounded by precisely three blue cells among eight neighbors.
Very complicated structures can be constructed from rules.
Photos show some stable blue clusters of live individuals.
Note that number of live neighbors in neighborhood
of each live site is either 2 or 3.
There are also con gurations that propagate through
lattice.
Simplest is glider shown in rst photo near lower right
corner. In small number of time steps, glider con guration
reproduces itself at position that is shifted in diagonal
direction of grid. Keeps moving until hits something.
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Gray areas show where there has been recent activity,
so path of glider is shown as gray trail behind it.

Blinkers shift back and forth between two states,
one with three individuals on a horizontal line,
other with three individuals on vertical line.
Blinking comes about by death of two green sites
and simultaneous birth at two red sites.
There are more complicated formations
involving four blinkers, as shown in rst photo.
There are incredibly ingenious con gurations, such as glider guns,
which produce gliders at regular rate and send them off in diagonal direction.
Are even structures that bounce gliders back and forth.
Number and variety of long-lived structures in Game of Life
is evidence of emergent complexity.
Conway's interest in game was in its ability to create this fascinating zoo of organisms.
What makes Game of Life tick?
What is special about particular rule that Conway had chosen?
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If one starts game from totally random con guration of live individuals,
system will come to rest after long time in con guration
in which there are only stable static structures and simple blinkers.

All moving objects, such as gliders, will have died out.
Appears that Game of Life might operate at a critical state.
To test hypothesis, computer simulation can be done.
One starts from random con guration and lets it come to rest in static con guration.
Such a static con guration, with stable clusters and blinkers only,
shown in second photo below.
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Then make single "mutation" in system, by adding one more individual,
or removing one at random position.

Analogous to addition of single grain to sandpile model at random position.
Addition of a single individual may cause live site to die
because number of live individuals in its neighborhood becomes too large.
May also give rise to birth of new live site by
increasing number of live neighbors of dead sites from 2 to 3.
Creates activity of births and deaths for a while,
where new clusters of living objects are coming and going,
and gliders are moving back and forth.
Eventually system again comes to rest at another con guration
with static objects, or simple periodic blinkers, only.
Then make another mutation, and wait for resulting disturbance to die out.
Sometimes Game of Life comes to rest after small number of extinction and creation events,
sometimes after large number of events.
Process is repeated again and again.
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Process that starts when new individual is added or removed
and stops when static con guration is reached called an avalanche.

Size s of avalanche is total number of births and deaths
occurring before avalanche stops.
Duration t of avalanche is the total number of time steps involved.
Size s is greater than duration t because at each time step
are usually many births and deaths taking place simultaneously.
Last photo above shows snapshot of avalanche in progress.
Gray area indicates sites where
at least one individual was born or died during avalanche.
Because of magnitudes of largest avalanches,
which involved up to 100 million births and deaths,
computations very time-consuming.
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Distribution was usual power law, shown in gure .

Exponent, measured in usual way as slope of curve,
is ⌧ = 1.3
Shows that Game of Life is critical!
Surprisingly, can make theory for this value of ⌧
based on connection of Game of Life to sophisticated
theories of particle physics(beyond scope here).
Number of time steps follows another power law, with
exponent that can be calculated from same theory.
Mind-boggling connection was found by Maya Paczuski
at Brookhaven
Many other computer simulations have been performed
and con rm results.
Might be incredible accident that Game of Life is critical;
Game of Life does not exhibit robust criticality.
If change rules, destroy criticality.
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Self-organized critical systems must be precisely critical without any tuning.

A lot of talking - now to see it…….

https://golly.sourceforge.net/webapp/golly.html

Life/Breeders/breeder.lif

If criticality in Game of Life is not self-organized, then it is accidental.
John Conway must have tuned it to be extremely near to criticality.
Conway is the watchmaker in Game of Life!
Don't know how much Conway experimented before he arrived at Game of Life,
which is unique among millions of millions of other rules.
He was interested in endogenous complexity of his creatures
(endogenous processes include self-sustained circadian rhythms of plants and animals).
But calculations show that at same time that he had succeeded
in constructing something that exhibited vast amount of complexity,
had (inadvertently) tuned system to be critical!
At time of Conway's work, little was known about concept of critical phenomena
even in equilibrium systems,
so Conway cannot have known anything about criticality.
Among those many possible rules, had arrived precisely at one that is critical.
Can wonder what in world made him hit upon this absurdly unlikely model,
in view of fact that world's largest computers
have not yet been able to come up with another complex one.

Only critical state allows system to experiment with many different objects
before a stable complex one is generated.
Supercritical, chaotic rules will wash out
any complex phenomenon that might arise.
Subcritical rules will freeze into boring simple structures.
Message is strikingly clear.
Phenomena, like formation of living structures in Game of Life,
that we intuitively identify as complex
originate from global critical dynamics.
Complexity like that of human beings,
which can be observed locally in system
is local manifestation of globally critical process.
None of noncritical rules produce complexity.
Complexity is a consequence of criticality.

Is Life a Self-Organized Critical Phenomenon?
Step from describing inert matter to describing biological life seems enormous,
but maybe it isn't.
Perhaps same principles that govern organization of complexity in geophysics
also govern evolution of life on earth.
Then nature would not suddenly have to invent new organizational principle
to allow live matter to emerge.
Might be that observer who was around when life originated
would see nothing noteworthy
- only a continuous transition (which could be an avalanche)
from simple chemical reactions
to more and more complicated interactions
with no sharp transition point indicating
exact moment when life began.
Life cannot have started with chemical substance as complicated as DNA,
composed of four different, complicated molecules called nucleotides,
connected in string,
and wound up in a double helix.

DNA must itself represent very advanced state of evolution,
formed by massively contingent events,
in process usually referred to as prebiotic evolution.
(inorganic or organic chemistry in natural environment before advent of life on Earth)
Perhaps processes in early period based on same principles
as biology is today
so splitting into biotic and prebiotic stages
represents just another arbitrary division
in hierarchical chain of processes.
Maybe thread can be woven from astrophysics/geophysics to biology
through a continuous, self-organized critical process.
At this time, all intermediate stages of evolution
progressing from chemistry to life are distant history,
so we see geophysics and biology as two separate sciences.
Biology involves interactions among millions of species, each with numerous individuals.
Can speculate that dynamics could be similar to sandpiles
with millions of interacting grains of sand.
However, realization of this idea in terms of proper mathematical description
is very long and tedious process.

Much of thinking along these lines was like walking around in circles
without being able to make a suitable model of evolution,
but eventually these efforts paid off
in a rather surprising turn of events.
Complexity deals with common phenomena in different sciences,
so study of complexity bene ts from interdisciplinary approach.
However, because of sociology of science,
it takes someone at top to change course of science.
Most scientists in rank and le do not venture into new areas
that have not been approved from above.
Good reason for this since young scientists are dead in water
if step out of traditional disciplines or don't adhere to orthodoxy.
A very bad state of affairs!!
Astrophysics with Dark Matter and HEP with Strings are good examples.
Traditionally, cross-disciplinary research not very successful.
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Fundamental entities dealt with in various sciences completely different
atoms/quarks/ elds physics; DNA/RNA/proteins in biology,
and buyers/sellers in economics.

Attempts to nd common ground often contrived and arti cial.
At universities, different sciences historically
con ned to specialized departments with little interaction.
Left vast areas of science unexplored.
However, new view emerging that could be common principles governing all sciences,
not directly re ected in microscopic mechanisms at work in different areas.
Maybe similarities arise due to way various building blocks interact,
rather than way they are composed.
Traditional university and government laboratory environments
have tendency to freeze into permanent patterns as scientists become older.
Need meetings where scientists from various elds
come together at seminars and conferences.
Meetings would force us to place science in greater perspective.
In everyday research, tend to view own eld as center of world.
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View strengthened by peer groups, which are,
because of compartmentalization of science,
working along same line.

No mechanism for changing directions exists,
so more and more efforts go into more and more esoteric aspects
of well-studied areas that once paid off,
such as high-temperature superconductivity,
surface structures, and electronic band structures,
without any restoring force.
Nobody has incentive to step back and ask
"Why am I doing this?"
In fact, many scientists are put off by that question.
Sandpiles and Punctuated Equilibrium
Many scientists working in many different disciplines over period of years
took ideas of sandpiles further then could have imagined.
In particular, Stephen Jay Gould set forth ideas of punctuated equilibria in evolution.
Punctuated equilibrium is idea that evolution occurs in spurts
instead of following the slow, but steady path that Darwin suggested.
Long periods of stasis with little activity
in terms of extinctions or emergence of new species
are interrupted by intermittent bursts of activity.

Most spectacular events are Cambrian explosion 500 million years ago,
with proliferation of new species
and “extinction” of dinosaurs about sixty million years ago.
Evolution of single species follows same pattern.
For long periods of time, physical properties,
like size of horse or length of trunk of elephant,
do not change much.
These quiet periods are interrupted by much shorter periods,
or punctuations,
where attributes change dramatically.
Darwin, however, argued and believed strongly
that evolution proceeds at constant rate.
Indeed, sandpiles exhibit their own punctuated equilibria.
For long periods of time there is little or no activity.
Quiescent state interrupted by rapid bursts,
namely sand slides, roaming through sandpile,
changing everything along their way.

Similarity between the avalanches in sandpile and
punctuations in evolution astounding.
Punctuations, or avalanches
are hallmark of self-organized criticality.
Plotting original Sepkoski data
for extinction events in evolutionary history
of life on earth
in the same way as for sandpile
we nd that data are consistent with power law,
with large extinction events
occurring at tail of distribution.
Could it be that biological evolution
operates at a self-organized critical state?
Idea has enormous implications for view of life on earth.
Life would be global, collective, cooperative phenomenon,
where complex structures of individual creatures
would be manifestations of dynamics of this critical state,
just like organisms in Conway's Game of Life.
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But how could one express idea in a theoretical framework, in view of inherent dif culties
encountered when modeling system as straightforward as sandpile?

Interacting Dancing Fitness Landscapes
Before going further we need to look at the important concept of tness landscapes,
described by Sewall Wright in article, The Shifting Balance-Theory(1952).
Physical properties of biological individuals, and thus ability to survive and reproduce,
depend on traits of individual.
Genotype is genetic makeup of cell, organism, or individual
(i.e. speci c “allele” makeup of individual)
usually with reference to speci c character under consideration.
An allele is one of two or more forms of a gene.
A “phenotype” is the set of observable characteristics of an individual resulting from the
interaction of its genotype with the environment.
Sometimes, different alleles result in different observable phenotypic traits,
such as different pigmentation.
A trait is a distinct variant of a phenotypic character of an organism that may be inherited,
environmentally determined or be a combination of two.
For example, eye color is a character or abstraction of an attribute,
while blue, brown and hazel are traits.
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A phenotypic trait is an obvious and observable trait;
it is expression of genes in an observable way.

An example of a phenotypic trait is hair color.
There are underlying genes that control hair color,
which make up genotype,
but actual hair color,
the part we see, is the phenotype.
A trait could be size of individual, color or thickness of skin,
ability of cell to synthesize certain chemicals, and so on.
Traits express the underlying genetic code.
If there is change of genetic code, that is, change in genotype,
it may or may not be a change of one or more of these traits,
that is, change in physical appearance or phenotype
and therefore a change in tness.
The phenotype is the physical characteristics of the organism.
The phenotype is controlled by genetic make-up of organism
and environmental pressures organism is subject to.
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This ability to survive and reproduce is referred to as tness.

Wright suggested that tness,
when viewed as function in a many-dimensional trait-space
with each dimension representing a trait,
forms rough landscape, as generically illustrated in gure.

one trait = curve
two traits = surface

Since traits re ect underlying genes,
might think of tness as being function of genetic code.
Some genetic combinations correspond to particularly t individuals
and are shown as peaks in diagram.
Some other combinations give rise to individuals with little viability,
and are represented by valleys.
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As genetic code is varied over all possible combinations,
tness curve traces out landscape
which is easily visualized as ordinary surface for two traits

There are numerous tops and valleys corresponding
to many very different possibilities of having t(and un t) genes.
Mutation corresponds to taking step in some direction in tness space.
Sometimes will be a step down, to state with lower tness,
and sometimes would be step up, to state with higher tness.
A species can be thought of as group of individuals
localized around a point in tness landscape.
In following discussion, we represent entire an species population in terms of single point,
referred to as tness of the species.
Each individual member of a species undergoes random mutations.
Fitter variants, by de nition, have larger survival rates,
and proliferate and take over whole population.
Downhill steps rejected, uphill steps accepted.
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Hence by random mutation and selection of tter variants, a whole species climbs uphill.

At this level there is not much difference between
Darwin's selection of tter variants among random mutations
and Lamarque's picture of evolution
as being directed toward higher tness
The difference is only a matter of time scales.
Both lead to hill climbing.
Darwin's theory provides a mechanism for Lamarque's directed evolution.
In other words, even if Lamarque was wrong and Darwin was right,
this may not have any fundamental consequences
for general structure of macroevolution.
Many early theories of evolution
understood simply as detailed description of this uphill climbing process
in situation where mountains have constant slope,
and are in nitely high.
Fitnesses increase forever,
implicitly representing view that evolution is always progress.
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Didn't even touch complexity and diversity of evolution - everything was neat and predictable.

Unfortunately it is a pervasive view among biologists that evolution is now understood,
based on these early theories,
so no need for further theoretical work.
View explicitly stated even in Dawkins' book, The Blind Watchmakers.
Nothing prevents further progress more than belief that everything already understood;
a belief that repeatedly has been expressed in science for hundreds of years.
In all fairness, Dawkins is only saying that Darwin's mechanism
is suf cient to understand everything about evolution,
but how can we know if it is true in the absence of a theory
that relates the mechanism at the level of individuals
to macroevolutionary level of global ecology of interacting species?
In Sewall Wright's picture, uphill climb must necessarily stop when tness reaches a peak.
When sit on top of mountain, no matter which direction you go ——> go downhill.
If take snapshot of biology,
can think of various species as sitting near peaks in their landscapes.
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To get from one peak to better one,
species have to undergo several simultaneous, orchestrated mutations.

For instance, grounded species have to
spontaneously develop wings to be able to y.
Prohibitively unlikely.
Therefore, in Wright's picture evolution would come to end
when all species reach local maximum.
May be maxima somewhere else, but no way to get there.
Evolution will get to frozen state with no further dynamics.
What is missing in Sewall Wright's tness landscape?
Important omission was interaction between species.
Species affect each other's tnesses.
When carnivorous animal develops sharper teeth,
that reduces tness of prey;
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Vice versa, if prey develops thicker skin,
or if animal becomes quicker,
or if becomes extinct,
that affects livelihood of prospective predators.

An excellent example is:
if frog develops sticky tongue in order to catch y,
y can react by developing slippery feet.
Diagrammatically, interactive ecology
illustrated in above right .
Squares represent species.
Arrow from one species to another
indicates that later species depends
on physical properties of rst.
Sometimes, arrows point only in one direction.
For instance, our body contains numerous viruses and bacteria
that bene t from us, but don't affect us.
Often arrows point in both directions when the two species have
symbiotic relations to each other,
or when parasite bene ts from, but harms, its host.
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Biology might be thought of as the dynamics
of a collection of interactive species living in global ecology.

Fitness landscapes of various species
are like deformable rubber landscapes that interact with one another.
Fitness Landscapes may change.
When species mutates and changes its own properties,
changes shapes of landscapes seen by other species.
Species living happily on top of one of hills of own tness landscape
may suddenly nd itself way down slope of a mountain.
But then species can respond by climbing to new top,
by random mutation and selection of tter variants.
Using Stuart's metaphoric example:
A frog may improve its ability to catch ies
by developing a sticky tongue;
Fly can respond by developing slippery feet.
Fly has to evolve just to stay where it was before.
Never actually improves tness;
must evolve in order to simply survive as species.
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Called Red Queen effect, after character in Lewis Carroll's Through the Looking-Glass.

"Well, in our country" said Alice, still panting a little,
"you'd generally get to somewhere else if you ran very fast for a long time as we've been doing".
"A slow sort of country" said the Queen.
“Now, here, you see, it takes all the running you can do,
to keep in the same place".
We are living in the fast place
where have to run in order to go nowhere,
not slow place with a static landscape.
In absence of interactions between species,
evolution would come to an abrupt halt,
or never get started in rst place.
Of course, tness landscapes could change because of external effects,
such as change of climate that would change landscapes of all species.
Solution is to consider coevolution of interacting species,
rather than evolution of individual species in isolation that comes to grinding halt.
Coevolution of many species can be described
conceptually in terms of tness landscapes that affect one another
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interacting dancing tness landscapes.

Picture is grossly simpli ed representation
of highly complicated population dynamics of
real species coevolving in real world,
but nevertheless it represents
monumental computational challenge to nd the rami cations of this view.
Could provide valuable metaphor.
Competition between two species quite well understood
in terms of predator-prey models,
but what are consequences for global ecology
with millions of interacting species?
Scientists rst implemented tness landscapes in terms of interacting models, called NKC
models (Kaufman).
binary sequence

Represented each species by string of N 0s and 1s, (100000...111100),
representing states of N genes or traits.
In simplest version of model,
associate random number to each of 2N con gurations,
representing tness of that con guration.
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Little black square might represent a 1, a white square a 0.

Randomness represents lack of knowledge of couplings.
So far, model represents a single landscape.
If one tries to ip a single bit, from 1 to 0 or from 0 to 1,
one nds either lower tness or higher tness.
Selecting higher value represents single step uphill in tness landscape.
Thus, a very complicated process,
namely mutation of single individual
and subsequent selection of that tter state for whole species population,
boiled down to change of single number in this model.
A single ip corresponds to a mutation of entire population of given species,
or, equivalently extinction of one species
followed by replacement of another with different properties!
Here and in following discussion, process is referred to as mutation of species.
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Many evolutionary biologists, such as John Maynard Smith,
author of bible on traditional evolutionary thinking, The Theory of Evolution,
insist on locating mechanisms of evolution in individuals,
and nd concepts like species mutation revolting.

Of course, basic mechanisms are operating at individual level;
We are simply using more coarse-grained(computable) description to handle entire
macroevolution.
Each step involves many generations.
Stephen Jay Gould uses same terminology in some of his books,
precisely to be able to discuss evolution on larger scale
than usually done by geneticists(compartmentalized people).
Not even gradualists would question
that differential selection of tter variant leads to a drift of entire species.
It is precisely this drift of species that is eventually described by earlier theories.
Coarse graining does not in itself produce "punctuated equilibria"
since we envision this single step to take place in smooth, gradual way,
just as single falling grain,
containing many individual atoms,
does not constitute punctuation or avalanche in sandpile.
In nal analysis, if using ne-enough time scale, everything, even an earthquake, is continuous.
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Punctuated equilibria refers to fact that there is vast difference in time scales
for periods of stasis, and intermittent punctuations.

Periods of stasis may be 100 million years,
while duration of punctuations may be much less than million years.
Eventually, when process of selecting tter variant is continued for some time,
species will eventually reach a local peak
from which it cannot improve further from single mutations.
Of course, by making many coordinated mutations
species can transform into something even more t, but very unlikely(improbable).
Each species coupled to number C of other species,
or, more precisely, to one particular trait in each of C other species,
(which could be decided by one gene)
where C is small integer number.
This situation is described in last gure where small black and white squares
could represent genes that are 1 and 0, respectively.
Two genes that are coupled could represent, for instance,
slippery foot of y,
and stickiness of surface of tongue of frog.
If particular gene in one of species ips, viability of other interacting species is affected.
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Fitness of frog depends not only on own genetic code, but also on genetic code of y.

In model, coupling is represented by assigning
new random number for species
if gene to which it is coupled mutates.
Interacting species could either be neighbors on two-dimensional grid,
or could be chosen randomly among N - 1 other species.
Mathematical biologists should in principle be able to study
this type of system by using much more cumbersome methods
of coupled differential equations for population dynamics,
called Lotka-Volterra equations, or replicator equations.
In those equations, increase or decrease of population of species
is expressed in terms of populations of other species.
But computational costs are so tremendous
—> that limits systems that can be studied
to include very few interacting species, say two or three —> not very useful!
Indeed, dynamics of coevolution of small number of species previously studied,
for instance, in context of predator-prey, or parasite-host coevolution.
Insuf cient for our purposes,
where conjecture is that complexity comes from limit of many interacting species.
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Limit where number of species is very large, in practice in nity,
had never been investigated.

Spirit is same as for sandpile or models for earthquakes.
Instead of following details of dynamics,
choose coarsened representation in terms of integer numbers chosen.
Species are either there or not.
Do not keep track of population of species,
just as did not keep track of rotation angle in pendulum models.
Because of simpler, though still enormously complicated structure,
can study situation in which was large number of species,
each interacting with C other species.
One starts from arbitrary con guration in which each of, say,
100 species assigned random sequence of numbers 1 and 0.
At each time step, one makes random mutation for each species.
If this would improve tness of species, mutation accepted,
that is single 1 replaced by 0, or vice versa.
If tness lowered, mutation rejected, and original con guration kept.
If value of C is low, collective dynamics of ecology would run only for short time.
fi
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First mutation might knock another species out of tness maximum.

Assume that a species will mutate to improve tness.
Might affect other species.
Eventually, domino process will stop at frozen con guration
where all species are at top of a tness peak,
with no possibility of going to tter states through single mutations.
All attempts to create tter species by ipping single gene
would be rejected at that point.
Similar to situation with no coupling between species.
In theoretical biology such state called an evolutionary stable state (ESS),
and studied in great detail by mathematical biologists.
Economists call such states,
in which no one can improve their situation by choosing different strategy
- Nash equilibria.
There is rather complete mathematical theory of those equilibria
derived within mathematical discipline known as game theory.
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However, game theory does not deal with important dynamical problem
of how to get to that state,
and where you go once the state ceases to be stable.

If, on other hand, each species interacts with many other species,
that is, C is large,
system enters into "chaotic" mode in which
species are unable to reach any peak in their tness landscape,
before environment, represented by state of other species, has changed landscape.
Can be thought of as a collective Red Queen state, in which nobody able to get anywhere.
Evolution of single species to adjust to ever-changing environment is futile effort.
Both these extremes are poor for collective well-being of system.
In one case, species would freeze into low-lying peak in tness landscape
with nowhere else to go.
Might say that "Everybody is trapped in the foothills".
In second case, evolution is useless because of rapidly varying environment.
As soon as have adjusted to given landscape, landscape has changed.
No real evolution in either of those two cases.
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Leaves one choice: ecology has to be situated precisely at critical state
separating those extremes,
that is, at phase transition between those extremes.

Here, species could bene t from changing environment,
allowing them to evolve to better and better tness
by using slowly changing environment as stepping stones,
without having that progress eliminated by a too rapidly changing environment.
Critical state is good place to be.
We are there, because that's where, on average, we all do best.
This shows kind of free-market view of evolution.
If left to itself, system will do what's best for all of us.
Unfortunately evolution (and free market) is more heartless than this.
First one would wait for system to relax to frozen state.
Then one would make one arbitrary additional mutation,
and let system relax again to new stationary state.
Each mutation would generate an avalanche.
Turns out that system will never organize itself to critical point.
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Result was always same.

Model would converge either to frozen phase or to chaotic phase,
and only if parameter C was tuned very carefully
would we get interesting complex, critical behavior.
No self-organized criticality develops.
Models that are made critical by tuning a parameter,
although plentiful, are of little interest in our context.
This was rst crude attempt to model complete biology.
Was quite frustrating state of affairs.
On one hand had picture of self-organized criticality
that empirically seemed to t observations
of punctuated equilibria and other phenomena.
On other hand, totally unable to implement
that idea in suitable mathematical framework,
despite frantically working on problem.
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One is even able to prove by rigorous mathematics
that models could never self-organize to critical point.

However, apart from question as to what type of dynamics may lead to critical state,
idea of a poised state operating between a frozen and a disordered,
chaotic state makes an appealing picture for evolution.
A frozen state cannot evolve.
A chaotic state cannot remember past.
Leaves critical state as only alternative.
Unfortunately, life is not all happiness.
In all of work up to that point, had selected random species for mutation in order to start
avalanches.
Turned out that all had to do was to choose least t species instead,
which would have smallest valley in landscape to jump in order to improve its tness.
After years of hard work and little progress, persistence nally paid off.
Mass Extinctions and Punctuated Equilibria in a Simple Model of Evolution
Darwin's theory is concise formulation of some general observations
for evolution of life on earth.
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In contrast to laws of physics, which are expressed as mathematical equations
relating physically observable quantities,
there are no Darwin's equations describing biological evolution
in language of rigorous mathematics.

Therefore, very important matter to determine
if Darwin's theory gives an essentially complete description of life on earth,
or if some other principles have to be included.
Darwin's theory concerns evolution at smallest scale, namely, microevolution.
Do not know consequences of theory for evolution on largest scale, macroevolution,
so is dif cult to confront, and possibly falsify, theory by observations on fossil record.
At time of Darwin, Charles Lyell formulated philosophy of uniformitarianism, or gradualism.
Lyell's view was that everything explainable in terms of processes we observe around us,
working at same rate at all times.
For instance, geological landscape formations are formed by smooth processes,
and full scale of events,
even those of greatest extent and effect,
explained as smooth extrapolations from processes now operating,
at current observable rates and intensities.
In other words, small scale behavior may be extended
and smoothly accumulated to produce all scales of events.

fi

No new principles need be established for great and lengthy processes;
all causality resides in smallness of observable present,
and magnitudes may be explained by extrapolation.

Darwin accepted Lyell's uniformitarian vision in all its uncompromising intensity.
Darwin believed that his mechanism,
random mutation followed by selection and proliferation of tter variants,
would necessarily lead to smooth gradual evolution.
Darwin went so far as to deny existence of mass extinctions.
Since biology is driven by slow and small mutations operating at all times and all places,
how can outcome be anything but smooth?
Uniformitarianism underlies many views and opinions in Darwin's The Origin of Species,
including the hostility to mass extinction.
Darwin saw evolution as slow, gradual process.
Darwin claims,
"We see nothing of these slow changes in progress
until hand of time has marked the long lapse of ages”.
This is gradualism in a nutshell.
This view of external in uences shared by many evolutionary biologists. No questions asked!
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Nills Eldridge, co-promoter of phenomenon of punctuated equilibria,
belongs to that group and concludes that Darwin's theory is incomplete because,
as Eldridge believes, it cannot explain catastrophic extinctions.

What about extinctions?

Do they need an external cause?

External cause could be a change in weather pattern, a volcanic eruption,
or an extraterrestrial object hitting the earth.
Recently, suggested that cosmic neutrinos from collapse of nearby supernovas,
hitting earth at regular intervals, are responsible.
Seems to be a widespread assumption that some cataclysmic impact
must be responsible for mass extinction,
so debate has been about which external force was responsible.
To large degree, Lyell's uniformitarian view is a healthy one.
Indeed microscopic mechanisms are solely responsible for behavior at all scales.
Nothing new has to be introduced at any scale.
Uniformitarian theory, however, fails to realize that a simple extrapolation
does not necessarily take us from smallest to largest scale.
Physicists might represent Lyell's philosophy
simply as a statement that we live in linear world.
Assumption that a large effect must come from a large impact
also represents a linear way of thinking.

However, may be dealing with highly nonlinear systems
in which there is no simple way (or no way at all) to predict emergent behavior.
Have already seen in different contexts that microscopic mechanisms working everywhere
in uniform way lead to intermittent, and sometimes catastrophic, behavior.
In self-organized critical systems most of changes often concentrate within largest events,
so self-organized criticality can actually be thought of as theoretical underpinning
for catastrophism, the opposite philosophy to gradualism.
Thus, science of genetics, which might be thought of as atomic theory of evolution, does
not provide an answer to question of consequences of Darwin's theory,
precisely because cannot extrapolate directly from microscopic scale to macroscopic scale.
G. L. Simpson, in his famous book Tempo and Mode in Evolution states this observation
very explicitly in his introduction:
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“(Geneticists) may reveal what happens to a hundred rats in the course of ten years
under xed and simple conditions, but not what happened to a billion rats in the
course of ten million years under the uctuating conditions of earth history.
Obviously, the latter problem is much more important”.

Stephen Jay Gould uses this argument to justify that only a historical,
narrative approach to studying evolution is possible,
underlining importance of his own science, paleontology,
which deals with the study of fossil record.
Such studies are indispensable for providing insight
into mechanisms for evolution on a grander scale.
Physicist's approach is to explore by mathematical modeling,
the consequences of Darwin's theory.
Then can judge if other principles are needed.
If theory of self-organized criticality is applicable, then dynamics of avalanches represent
link between Darwin's view of continuous evolution
and punctuations representing sudden quantitative and qualitative changes.
Sandpiles are driven by small changes but they nevertheless exhibit large catastrophic
events.
Early mathematical models studied were absurdly simpli ed models of evolution,
and failed to capture essential behavior.
There was no self-organized critical state and no punctuated equilibrium.

fi

Turns out that successful strategy was to make an even simpler model,
rather than one more complicated!!!

Insight seldom arises from complicated messy modeling,
but more often from gross oversimpli cations.
Once essential mechanism identi ed,
it is easy to check for robustness by tagging on more details.
Usually easy to start at simple and proceed to complicated by adding more ingredients.
On other hand, an art to start at complicated and messy and proceed to simple and beautiful.
Goal not reductionist one of identifying correct underlying equations for evolution in detail,
but to set up simple equations with goal of illustrating robust processes.
Can We Model Darwin?
Look at simple mathematical model for interfaces moving in random medium due to Sneppen.
While might not seem useful, turns out it is.
Never know where answer lies!
Think, for instance, of coffee being absorbed by paper napkin.
Boundary between wet paper and dry paper forms interface.
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Paper has some pinning sites where it is dif cult for interface to pass,
as, for instance, narrow pores in napkin.
See gure below.

In model, growth takes place at each time step at site with
smallest value of pinning force.
Interface shifts upward by one length unit and is assigned
new random pinning force.
This type of dynamics, where activity occurs at place with
smallest or largest value of some force,
called extremal dynamics.
Because of elasticity of interface,
growth at one site reduces pinning force on neighbor sites,
making them likely candidates for growth at next instance.
Sneppen showed that surface organizes itself to a critical state, with avalanches of all sizes.
In other words, interface growth is a self-organized critical phenomenon.
New ideas incorporated into models.
Extremal turned out to be magic word.
Sneppen's model worked because site with least pinning force selected for action.
In fact, in continuous deterministic sandpile models,
which describe bowl of sugar that is gradually tilted,
avalanches start at point with largest slope.

In earthquakes, rupture starts at location where force rst exceeds threshold for breakage.
Maybe extremal dynamics is the universal key to self-organized criticality.
Could principle be applied to models of evolution and thereby produce punctuated equilibria?
In old computer simulations, new coevolutionary avalanches
were initiated by making a random mutation of a random species,
that is by changing an arbitrary 1 to a 0
or vice versa somewhere in NKC model.
Now choose species positioned at lowest foothill
in Sewall Wright's tness landscape for elimination,
and replace it with a new species.
Didn't Darwin invoke survival of the ttest, or, equivalently, elimination of least t?
Might think of this fundamental step either as a mutation of least t species,
or substitution of species with another species in its ecological niche,
which is de ned by its coupling to other species with which it interacts.
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Such an event called pseudo-extinction event.

This is in line with Gould's picture of speciation:
it takes place because of differential success of essentially static species or group.
It is a matter of de nition as to how many steps are needed to conclude
that a species has become extinct and a new one has emerged,
i.e., when a real extinction event has taken place.
According to Sepkoski, "A species is what a reputable taxonomist de nes as such".
In model, number of species is conserved
only tter of original species and its mutated version is disturbed.
Basic idea is that species with lowest tness
is most likely to disappear or mutate at next time step.
These species (by de nition) are most sensitive
to random uctuations of climate and other external forces.
Also, by inspection of tness landscape,
obvious that in general species sitting at lowest tness peak
has smallest valley to overcome in order to jump to tter peak.
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That is, smallest number of coordinated mutations are needed to move to better state.

In fact, laboratory experiments on colonies of bacteria
show that bacteria start mutating at faster rate
when their environment changes for worse,
for instance when their diet
changes from sugar to starch.
Want simpler representation of tness landscapes than cumbersome NKC landscapes.
In NKC models, speci c tness was assigned to each combination of 1s and 0s in genetic
code.
For species with twenty-bit code, interacting with four other species,
we would have to store 224 power random numbers
more than ten million numbers for each species.
If 1,000 species, would have total of more than 10 billion numbers.
In new model, would not keep track of underlying genetic code,
but represent each species by a single tness value,
and update value with every mutation of species.
One does not know explicit connection between con guration
of genetic code and tness anyhow,
so why not represent tness with random number,
chosen every time there is a mutation?
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One then has to keep track of only 1,000 tness values.

In model one chooses species to be situated on rim of large circle.
Each each species interacting with two neighbors on circle.
Could represent something like food chain,
where each species has predator on left and prey on right.
In principle, could also have symbiotic relationship with either.
In beginning of simulation, one assigns random number between 0 and 1 to each species.
This number represents overall tness of species,
which can be thought of as positioned
on tness peak with that random value of tness.
Then, species with lowest tness is eliminated and replaced by another species.
What would tness of new species be?
Several possibilities are tried that worked equally well.
Fitness of new species after a mutation is unlikely to be much improved.
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One would not expect jump from very low peak to very high peak.

Thus, rst one replaces least t species
with species with tness between 0% and 10% higher than original one.
One might also also try version in which new tness
is restricted to be between old value and 1.
However, for mathematical simplicity one might try
to use species with completely random tness.
That means one assigns new random number between 0 and 1 to that site.
Of course, this does not represent real life.
Important point is that outcome of simulation be robust
with respect to such variations,
so with little bit of luck choice might be broad enough to include real evolution.
Crucial step that drives evolution
is adaptation of individual species to present environment
through mutation and selection of tter variant.
Other interacting species form part of environment.
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One could in principle choose to model evolution on less coarse-grained scale
by considering mutations at individual level rather than on level of species,
but that would make computations prohibitively dif cult.

Idea that adaptation at individual (or species) level, is source of complexity is not new.
Zipf's observation that organization stems from
individuals' pursuit to minimize their efforts can be put in that category.
In his book Hidden Order, John Holland, computer scientist
also attributess source of complexity to adaptation of individuals.
His observation is correct, but perhaps not particularly deep.
Where else could complexity come from?
Holland best known for inventing genetic algorithms for problem solving.
In these algorithms, possible solutions to given problem are represented
by genetic string of 1s and 0s,
and solutions evolve by random mutations and selection of most t variants,
which is variant that best solves problem.
Crucial issue is, again, how to go from microscopic individual level
to higher level of many individuals where complexity occurs.
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Shall see this happens because myriad successive individual adaptation events
eventually drive system of individuals into a global critical state.

How should one represent interactions with other species?
Reason for placing species on circle was to have convenient way
of representing who is interacting with whom.
Given species would interact with two neighbors, one to left and one to right.
If species that changes is frog, two neighbors could be y and stork.
One wants to simulate process by which neighbors are pushed down from their peak
and adjust by climbing nearest peak available in new landscape.
One possibility was to choose resulting tness as some xed amount,
say 50% lower than original peak.
One must try this and many different algorithms for choosing new tness of neighbor.
Programs are so simple that programming for each version takes no more than few minutes,
and computer run takes only few seconds
to arrive at some rough results.
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Again, interactions can be chosen arbitrarily, which is crucial since without
this type of robustness model
could not possibly have anything to do with real evolution.

In end one settles on version where tnesses of neighbors
would simply change to new random numbers between 0 and 1.
In summary, model simpler than any model anybody had ever written for anything:
Random numbers are arranged in circle.
At each time step, lowest number, and numbers at two neighbors,
each replaced by new random numbers.
That's all!
This step repeated again and again.
What could be simpler than replacing some random numbers
with some other random numbers?
Who says that complexity cannot be simple?
This simple scheme leads to rich behavior beyond what one could imagine.
The complexity of its behavior sharply contrasts with its simple de nition.
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In business context, process would correspond to manager ring least ef cient worker
and two coworkers, and replacing them with three new workers coming in from street.

Abilities that two coworkers had learned by working
with their poor performing colleague would be useless.
Of course, manager's rule not fair,
but neither are laws of nature.
At start of computer simulation,
tnesses on average grow since least t species are
always being eliminated.
Figure at right shows tness of least t
species versus time.
Although there are uctuations up and down,
there is a general tendency of average tness to increase.
Eventually tnesses do not grow any further on average.
All species have tnesses above some threshold.
Threshold appears to be very close to 2/3.
No species with tness higher than this threshold
will ever be selected for spontaneous mutation;
they will never have lowest tness.
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However, their fate may change if their weak neighbors mutate.

Consider point in time when all species are over threshold.
At next step least t species, which would be
right at that threshold, would be selected
starting an avalanche or cascade or
punctuation of mutation (or extinction) events
that would be causally connected with this
triggering event.
There is a domino effect in the ecology.
After while, avalanche would stop, when all
species are in state of "stasis" where all
tnesses again will be over that threshold.
Figure shows a snapshot of all tnesses of all species in midst of an avalanche in an
ecology consisting of 300 species.
Note that most species are above threshold but there is localized burst
of very active species with tnesses below threshold.
Those species will be selected for mutation again and again,
as avalanche moves back and forth in ecology.
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Species with high tnesses are having happy life,
until avalanche comes nearby and destroys pleasant existence.

In some sense, nature experimenting with all kinds of mutations,
until arrives at stable complex network of interacting species,
where everybody stable, with tnesses above threshold.
One can think of this as a learning process in which nature
creates a network of functionally integrated species,
by self-organization rather than by design.
The blind watchmaker is at work.
Cambrian explosion 500 million years ago, and Permian extinction 250 million years ago
in which 96% of all species became extinct,
were biggest avalanches that have occurred so far.
At Cambrian explosion, nature experimented with many different designs,
most of which were discarded soon after,
but out of Cambrian explosion came a sustainable network of species.
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Demos

dante3.m(1000/20 +step fn)

dante6.m(50000/300 after thresh + aval plots)

dante6.m(50000/300 after thresh + aval plots)

Similar behavior was observed in Game of Life.
An avalanche of unstable, low- t individuals with short life propagates until
the seemingly accidental emergence of a stable network of organisms.
If one monitors duration of avalanche,
that is total number of mutation events in each avalanche,
and made histogram of how many avalanches of each size were observed,
one nds all-important power law.
⌧

N (s) = As

There were indeed avalanches of all sizes with ⌧ being approximately equal to 1.
Small avalanches and large avalanches are caused by same mechanism.
Does not make sense to distinguish between background extinctions happening all the time,
and major ecological catastrophes.
Result appears to be universal.
System self-organizes to the critical state.
Was no longer a fundamental mystery how an interacting ecology
could evolve to a "punctuated equilibrium" state
with ecological catastrophes of all sizes.
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Of course, might want to put more meat on skeleton of model that had constructed,
but con dent that fundamental conclusion would survive.
Darwin's mechanism of selecting tter variant in an ecology of species
leads not to a gradually changing ecology
but to an ecology in which changes take place
in terms of co-evolutionary avalanches, or punctuations.

Numerical simulations demonstrated that there is no contradiction
between Darwin's theory and punctuated equilibria.
Model is in spirit of Darwin's theory, but nevertheless exhibits punctuated equilibria.
What went wrong in previous attempts to model punctuated equilibria?
First of all, idea that critical point represents a particularly t or good state was misguided.
When see ourselves and other species as t this means
that are in period of stasis in which we form
stable, integrated part of complex ecological network.
Let it be cooperation or competition.
Key point is that network is self-consistent, just like Conway's creatures in Game of Life.
Are t only as long as network exists in current form.
Tend to see tness as something absolute,
perhaps because view present period of stasis
as permanent, with preferential status.
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However, when period of stasis over, new ball game, and our high tness might be destroyed.

Actually in greater perspective, present period might not even be major period of stasis,
but part of an avalanche.
Life is unstable and volatile.
Dead, inert material is stable and in this sense t.
Ironically, evolution cannot be seen as drive toward more and more t species,
despite fact that each of steps that constitutes evolution may improve tness.
What one species (humans) may see as its superior tness
may better be characterized as a self-consistent integration into a complex system.
Seen in isolation, emergence of organisms as complicated as us is a complete mystery.
Biology constructed solution to tness problem together with problem itself
by process of self-organization involving billions of species.
Much simpler task to construct
a complicated crossword puzzle by a coevolutionary process
than to solve it by trial and error for each word in isolation.
Evolution is a collective Red Queen phenomenon
where we all keep running without getting anywhere.
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Simple model barely constitutes skeleton on which to construct a theory of macroevolution.

Not the last word on matter.
It is a simple toy model that demonstrates how, in principle,
complexity in an interacting biology can arise.
It is beginning of new way of thinking, not the end.
Ignores embarrassing range of real phenomena in evolution.
No process by which number of species can change.
Might ask - Why are there species in rst place?
Also, tness landscape is introduced ad hoc.
In more realistic theory, landscape itself should be self-organized in evolutionary process.
However, model is a useful starting point for these considerations.
Scientists have augmented model to make it more complete.
Have included speciation.
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Mutating species gives rise to two or three new species,
each with own tness,
which enter ecology in competition with all other species.

Some start simulation with single species.
Results in pathogenetic tree structures,
with hierarchical organization similar existing
classi cation of species into phyla, genera, and families.
Models still organize to critical state.
Exponents of the power law are different however.
Why is it that concept of punctuated equilibrium
is so important for our understanding of nature?
Maybe phenomenon illustrates better than anything else the criticality of a complex system.
Systems with punctuated equilibria combine features of
frozen, ordered systems, with those of chaotic, disordered systems.
Systems can remember past
because of long periods of stasis allowing them
to preserve what they have learned through history,
mimicking the behavior of frozen systems;
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They can evolve because of intermittent bursts of activity.

Life at a Cold Place
In real life there is no Grim Reaper looking for least stable species,
asking it to put up (mutate) or shut up (go extinct).
Things must happen in parallel everywhere.
A real-time scale for mutations has to be introduced.
Species with low tness, at low peaks in tness landscape,
have short time scale for jumping to better maxima;
Species with high tness are less inclined to mutate
because larger valley has to be traversed to nd more t peak.
Barrier that has to be traversed can be thought of as
number of coordinated mutations of DNA
that have to occur to take species from one maximum to a better one.
Number of random mutations that have to be tried out
increases exponentially with this barrier.
Thus, time scale for crossing barrier roughly exponential in tness.
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Can think of probability of single mutation as given by an effective temperature T.

For high temperatures, is high mutation rate everywhere,
and dynamics very different from punctuated equilibrium behavior discussed here.
Cannot be large periods of stasis in systems that are disturbed at high rate.
If sandpile is shaken vigorously all time,
cannot evolve to complex, critical state - will be at instead.
For low temperatures, or for low mutation activity,
dynamics studied here recovered without explicitly
searching for species with lowest tness.
Arrive at conclusion that complex life can only emerge at cold place in universe,
with little chemical activity
- not a hot sizzling primordial soup with a lot of activity as is always assumed!
More Details of the Model
Fitness landscape have been describing represents ability of species
to survive as function of genetic code.
In some theoretical models landscape de ned in terms of spin-glass model,
where tness (negative energy) depends on con guration of spins.
Single spin ips represent adaptive moves of mutations.
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Accepting new con guration only if increases tness,
species evolve to local tness maximum.

Adaptive motion is fast.
Further evolution takes place only if non-bene cial moves
are accepted with some low probability,
so species are almost always at local tness maxima (critical state).
In agreement with observation that fossil record tends to lack
intermediate stages between recorded species.
Stability of each species characterized by barrier height
separating local tness maximum from other better maxima.
Barrier height is measure of number of bits,
or amount of genetic code, which has to be changed.
Single bit mutation occurs often, but complicated modi cations,
such as developing wings to allow creature to y,
are prohibitively unlikely to occur
since involve large coordinated evolutionary moves.
Time scale for mutation is exponential in barrier height.
When tness is high, dif cult to nd better maxima nearby,
so those states are relatively stable.
fi
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When tness is low more likely to nd nearby better states, so barriers are low.

For each species, i, therefore consider only smallest barrier, Bi .
Barriers are measure of stability.
Jump across barrier can be thought of as either a mutation
of species or substitution of one species by better one in ecological niche.
Since smallest barriers generally related to lowest tness and
highest barriers correspond to highest tness, barriers also measure of tness.
Since small barriers are unstable, collection of non-interacting species
would converge towards deeply frozen (dead) state with highest barriers, or tness.
Nothing is more t than stable, inert material.
However, fundamental driving mechanism for biology
is that species interact with each other, for geographical or other reasons.
For instance, interaction could represent fact that two species
are consecutive links of a food chain.
When species makes an adaptive move, changes tness landscape of neighbors.
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Species with high barrier and unable to mutate on own
might eventually be affected by mutating neighbor,
causing reduction of barrier which facilitates its mutation.

Model, intended to represent main features de ned and simulated as follows:
N species are arranged on a 1-dimensional line with periodic boundary conditions
1 and n ! 1 )
(N
A random barrier, Bi , equally distributed between 0 and 1, is assigned to each species
At each time step, the ecology is updated by locating the site with the lowest barrier and
mutating it by assigning a new random number to that site
At each time step, the two nearest neighbors to the right and left, respectively, have their
landscapes changed by assigning new random numbers to the sites also.
Note that instead of representing species explicitly in terms
of genetic code, for instance by a spin-glass type model,
we are working directly with resulting tness,
assuming that any adaptive move simply leads to new random tness.
Selection of smallest barrier justi ed by exponential separation of time scales.
In beginning, subsequent events are quite uncorrelated in space,
but as barrier heights increase,
becomes more likely that near neighbors of events become correlated.
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After an extensive transient period, distribution becomes stationary.

At this point, distribution C(x) of the distance x between subsequent mutations
looks like straight line on log-log plot indicating power law distribution
hence system is critical.
Result does not depend on initial conditions,
so critical state is global attractor for dynamics
hence it is self-organized.
All mutations turn out to take place through barriers which are less than a self-organized
critical value BC = 0.67 ± 0.01
Threshold de nes maximal waiting time between successive mutations.
Evolution takes place at fast pace through small barriers and there is no time (and no
need) to make large individual mutations.
In contrast, need for large coordinated mutations makes traditional non-cooperative
Darwinian evolution particularly slow.
In non-interactive biology, species would reach state with all tnesses equal to 1, but
extremely slowly.
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Even if at each step least t species are extinct in model, resulting tness in ecology is far
out of equilibrium - that is, far from optimal one with unit barriers only.

This can be thought of as collective Red Queen effect,
where adaptive moves do not bring you any further bene ts.
Life is synonymous with volatility and evolution rather than stability and tness.
Comparison with Real Data
To arrive at an overview of evolution in model,
can make space-time plot of evolutionary activity as shown in gure below.
x-axis is species axis, and y-axis is time.
Plot starts at an arbitrary time after self-organized critical state has been reached.
Black dot indicates a time that a given species undergoes a mutation.
Resulting graph is a fractal.
Starting from a single mutating species, number S of species that will on average
be affected after a large number R of updates will be a power law

S=R

D
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where exponent D called fractal dimension of graph.

To monitor fate of individual species, focus on a
single species, for instance one situated on origin
of species axis, as we move along vertical time
direction.
Obviously there are long periods with no black dots
when not much is going on.
These are periods of stasis.

Also, there are some points in time when
there is a lot of activity.
Count number of mutation events as move
along time direction.
Figure(right)shows accumulated number of mutations
of selected species as function of time -> Cantor set - Devil’s staircase fractal!
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